cycles per instruction [1]: KVM: h1 (uncontrolled) and h2 (controlled), "neutral" pinning

cycles per instruction [1]: KVM: h1 (uncontrolled) and h2 (controlled), "base" pinning

cycles per instruction [1]: KVM: h1 (uncontrolled) and h2 (controlled), "worse" pinning

uncontrolled throughput [1]: KVM: h1 (uncontrolled) and h2 (controlled), "neutral" pinning

uncontrolled throughput [1]: KVM: h1 (uncontrolled) and h2 (controlled), "base" pinning

uncontrolled throughput [1]: KVM: h1 (uncontrolled) and h2 (controlled), "worse" pinning

controlled throughput [1]: KVM: h1 (uncontrolled) and h2 (controlled), "neutral" pinning

controlled throughput [1]: KVM: h1 (uncontrolled) and h2 (controlled), "base" pinning

controlled throughput [1]: KVM: h1 (uncontrolled) and h2 (controlled), "worse" pinning

power consumption [9]: KVM: h1 (uncontrolled) and h2 (controlled), "neutral" pinning

power consumption [9]: KVM: h1 (uncontrolled) and h2 (controlled), "base" pinning

power consumption [9]: KVM: h1 (uncontrolled) and h2 (controlled), "worse" pinning
cycles per instruction [1]: KVM - scales (uncontrolled) and scales (controlled), "neutral" pinning

cycles per instruction [2]: KVM - scales (uncontrolled) and scales (controlled), "seed" pinning

cycles per instruction [3]: KVM - scales (uncontrolled) and scales (controlled), "worse" pinning

cycles per instruction [4]: KVM - scales (uncontrolled) and scales (controlled), "norm" pinning

uncontrolled throughput [1]: KVM - scales (uncontrolled) and scales (controlled), "neutral" pinning

uncontrolled throughput [2]: KVM - scales (uncontrolled) and scales (controlled), "seed" pinning

uncontrolled throughput [3]: KVM - scales (uncontrolled) and scales (controlled), "worse" pinning

uncontrolled throughput [4]: KVM - scales (uncontrolled) and scales (controlled), "norm" pinning

controlled throughput [1]: KVM - scales (uncontrolled) and scales (controlled), "neutral" pinning

controlled throughput [2]: KVM - scales (uncontrolled) and scales (controlled), "seed" pinning

controlled throughput [3]: KVM - scales (uncontrolled) and scales (controlled), "worse" pinning

controlled throughput [4]: KVM - scales (uncontrolled) and scales (controlled), "norm" pinning

cycles per instruction [5]: KVM - scales (controlled) and cycles (controlled), "neutral" pinning

cycles per instruction [6]: KVM - scales (controlled) and cycles (controlled), "seed" pinning

cycles per instruction [7]: KVM - scales (controlled) and cycles (controlled), "worse" pinning

cycles per instruction [8]: KVM - scales (controlled) and cycles (controlled), "norm" pinning

power consumption [1]: KVM - scales (uncontrolled) and scales (controlled), "neutral" pinning

power consumption [2]: KVM - scales (uncontrolled) and scales (controlled), "seed" pinning

power consumption [3]: KVM - scales (uncontrolled) and scales (controlled), "worse" pinning

power consumption [4]: KVM - scales (uncontrolled) and scales (controlled), "norm" pinning